CONTEMPORARY NOVEL	MlS
The Unfortunates    1969
The first and last sections of tills book are fixed
the rest bound in loose leaf bo that readers may
shuffle them—which seems a gimmick of small
value but enables those so inclined to rearrange
the book into two chronological narratives
Johnson tells of a Saturday in the life of B S
Johnson (now married to Glnnie) who goes to a
Midland town—clearly recognisable as Netting
ham—to report a football mateh When a
student Johnson visited the town and university
as the guest of two friends Tony and June to
whom he says he dedicated his first novel (as
indeed the author did) On this later visit he is
preoccupied by memories of these friends and of
lon> s premature agonising death
Doris Lessmg (b 1919)
A Rhodesian by birth Doris Leasing emigrated
to JRngland in 1949 She is probably best known
as a novelist but has also published poems short
stones and plays
Her novels erplore ways in which people are
affected by belonging to minority groups Her
subjects include white Bhodesians and South
Africans members of extreme left-wing political
parties and women who resent the fact that ours
is still largely a mans world. The objective
sympathy which is so distinguishing a feature of
her treatment of the first two subjects occasion
ally deserts her when she writes about the third.
The Grass is Singing    1950     P
In this accomplished first novel set in South
Africa Dons Lessing writes of the tortured lives
of Dick and Mary Turner isolated members of the
White agricultural community and of then re
Ktionships with their African servants
The Children of Violence—Martha, Quest 1952 A
Prayer Marnaae 1954 A Eivple from the Worrr
1958 Landlocked 1965 (all Pa) The I our Gated
Gity 1969
Beading tne first two books of this sequence one
is constantly reminded of George Eliot Not only
do both novelists employ similar techmcmes but
they share an mtense concern with problems of
morality and ethics Marthi Quest the novel s
passionately idealistic heroine recalls Dorothea
Brooke and Maggie Tulhver and is presented here
with the same kind of objective ironic sympathy
that characterises George Eliot s treatment of
Dorothea
In. the tbird and fourth books however the
portrayal of Martha is almost overwhelmed m a
detailed study of the social and political life of
Ehodesia during the Second World War Fas
cinating as social documents from a literary view
point these volumes at first seemed less satisfying
than the earlier ones but then- function within the
whole novel became clear upon the publication of
Tne lour-CfateA City
In this volume which ib set in England the
political and social questions of the last twenty
years play a prominent part but Mrs. Leasing
now emphasises their effect upon tne individual
as she depicts the mature Marthas gradual
realisation of the ways in which, a person, s life and
personality can be distorted by unquestioning
acceptance of an ideology and how this can lead
him to damage others as well as himself by
denying the importance of individuals and die
missmg their intuitive and imaginative insights.
This final volume has an appendix whose action
is set in the future after a series of cataatrophies
bare devastated much of the world This Bection
reads convincingly but follows rather awkwardly
upon the naturalism of the rest of the novel
 LITERARY COMPANION
The Golden Notebook    1962    P
The content of this novel is most interesting but
its form is awkward The first part of each of its
sections recounts incidents in the lives of the
heroine Anna and her friends and acQuamtances
The rest of the novel consists of extracts from
notebooks some diaries some stones in which
Anna a novelist writes of her feelings about her
work and her experiences as i disillusioned member
of the Communist Party and as a divorcee who
hopes to remarry
Malcolm Lowry (1909-57)
Under the Volcano    1947    P
Peadera of this complex novel one of the cen
tury s finest should see Lowry s own criticism of
it in. Selected Letters edited Breit & Lowry (Cape)
Set in Mexico in 193S and 39 it relates the
tragedy of the alcoholic Geoffrey Firmrn and his
wife "ivorme to the world tragedies of wtr and
nun g inhumanity to man
In his neglected garden—a symbol both of his
ruined marriage and of the mutilated world—
Firmin stumbles on a broken notice board On it
are the words
Do you like this garden?
Why is it yours?
We evict those who destroy!
words repeated at the end of the novel They
recall two of its central images Eden signifying
the beauty man discovers in Nature and the
beauty he creates in loving human relationships
Hell signifying the agony he suffers and causes
others when he rejects love Lowry sees man as a
splendid noble creature who must struggle in
cessantly to control sado-masochistic impulses
which he can restrain only when be loves others
and is able to accept their love Man cannot
live without love is the novel s main theme
Finrun is a tragic hero in the tradition of
Marlowe s Faustus to whom the novel s imagery
relates him The objectivity of Lowry*s por
trayal of the tortured world of addiction is re
markable Firmm always has our svmpathy
rarely approval
This book is not simply a sood story but a
great poem, its themes expressed not only through
the events of the narrative the lives and feelings
of the characters but through vivid descriptions
of Mexico and its people through subtle complex
imagery
Lowry intended Under ihe Volcano to form one
volume of a sequence The atones in Sear U»
0 Lord From Heaven Thy DweUtuff Place 1962
(P) and the unfinished novels Lunar Catt-stic 1968
and Dark as the Brave Wheretn My Friend is Laid
1969 were to have been incorporated m the other
volumes
Mary McCarthy (b 1912)
The American Journalist and critic Mary
McCarthy has published five satirical novels on
the lives of American artists and intellectuals
The Gowpmw She Keeps 1942 (P) The oosm
1949 (S> The Groves of Academe, 1962 (S) A
Charmed Lvfe 1965 CP) The Group 1962 (P)
Like SImone de Beauvofr and Doris Leasing
Miss McCarthy is particularly interested In the
r61e of the educated woman in twentieth-century
society Parts of her noTels are very amusing,
but in general they seem too cerebral and anaemic
Norman Mailer (b 1923)
Mailer an American is a journalist and film-
director and the author of one book of verse bs
well as bix novels He sees life as a battlefield

